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We show that probe resonance fluorescence measurements on a single trapped ion at the node of a pulsed
optical standing wave can be used to tomographically reconstruct the initial vibrational state of the ion. The
Wigner function describing the density matrix of the initial vibrational state is determined by measuring the
population inversion of the ion at the end of the standing-wave pulse over a range of free evolution times and
pulse strengths. @S1050-2947~96!50107-1#
PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum state of a system is a fundamental concept
in quantum mechanics, because the density matrix describing
it contains all the information we can obtain about that sys-
tem. To reconstruct the density matrix uniquely, a complete
set of probability distributions has to be measured over a
range of different operator representations. In this paper, we
propose a measurement scheme that employs quantum state
tomography to determine the initial state of a vibrational
mode of a single ion trapped in a harmonic potential. A
number of techniques have been proposed recently to pre-
pare a trapped ion in Fock @1,2# and squeezed @3,4# vibra-
tional states, and our state measurement scheme is well
suited to give a full characterization of these nonclassical
vibrational states.
Vogel and Risken @5# have shown that s-parametrized
quasiprobability distributions can be obtained from the prob-
ability distributions of rotated quadrature phases. This was
demonstrated experimentally by Smithey, Beck, Raymer,
and Faridani @6# for vacuum and squeezed states of a mode
of the radiation field, using optical homodyne detection and
tomography. The density matrices of these quantum states
were determined from the reconstructed Wigner functions.
Cirac, Blatt, Parkins, and Zoller @7# have shown that mea-
surements of the population inversion can be used to deter-
mine the initial population distribution of the vibrational
state of a single ion trapped in a harmonic potential. The ion
is laser cooled into the Lamb-Dicke limit using a strong tran-
sition, and is located at the node of a pulsed optical standing
wave ~SW!. The SW pulse excites a weak transition that has
a metastable excited level with a long spontaneous decay
time G21 compared to the duration of the SW pulse tSW and
the trap period n21 (G21@tSW@n21). Probe fluorescence
measurements on the strong transition are used to obtain the
population inversion of the two-level system coupled by the
standing wave, for different SW pulse durations. The initial
population distribution of the vibrational state can then be
obtained from the population inversion, which exhibits dif-
ferent quantum collapses and revivals, depending on the ini-
tial vibrational state.
In our measurement model, which is similar to that of
Cirac et al. @7#, a single trapped ion experiencing harmonic
motion at a frequency n is laser cooled into the Lamb-Dicke
limit and prepared in an arbitrary initial vibrational state. The
initial electronic state is prepared in a superposition of the
ground state u1& and the excited state u2&, avoiding any dis-
turbance of the vibrational state. The ion evolves freely for a
short period of time before an optical SW pulse is applied on
the ~weak! u1&$u2& transition ~see Fig. 1!. The excited level
is metastable, as in Ref. @7#; however, the duration of the SW
pulse is very short compared to the period of oscillation of
the ion in the trap, i.e., tSW!n21; therefore the rotating-
wave approximation ~RWA! is not used to simplify the in-
teraction Hamiltonian in our model.
A probe fluorescence measurement is made by probing
the ion on the ~strong! u1&$u3& transition at the end of the
SW pulse. We have previously considered a continuous mea-
surement of the probe fluorescence @8#, but now the probe
laser is pulsed to avoid excessive heating of the ion. The
probe fluorescence is measured for different free evolution
times and SW pulse strengths to determine the probability of
the ion being found in the ground state, and hence the popu-
lation inversion of the two-level system coupled by the
standing wave.
We show that a set of s-quasiprobability distributions can
be reconstructed from the population inversion. The
s-quasiprobability phase distributions W(a;s) were intro-
duced by Cahill and Glauber @9# and give the Q , Wigner,
and Glauber-Sudarshan P functions for s521, 0, 1, re-
spectively. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
the s-quasiprobability W(a;s) and the density matrix of a
quantum state ~or the wave function if the state is pure!;
hence we can determine the initial vibrational state of the ion
from a series of measurements of the population inversion.
We present a detailed measurement model for the trapped
FIG. 1. Electronic energy levels for the trapped ion. The
u1&$u2& transition interacts with the standing-wave pulse, while
the u1&$u3& transition interacts with a strong probe field.
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ion in Sec. II, and show how the initial vibrational state is
reconstructed from the population inversion in Sec. III. We
conclude with comments on the accuracy of our quantum
state tomography scheme in Sec. IV.
II. MEASUREMENT MODEL
We consider a physical system consisting of a single ion
trapped in an effective harmonic potential generated by a
Paul trap. We assume that the ion is prepared in an initial
state
r05uca&^cau ^ rvib , ~1!
where uca& is the initial ~pure! electronic state, and rvib is the
arbitrary vibrational density matrix we want to reconstruct.
The ion is located at the node of a pulsed optical standing
wave and is laser cooled into the Lamb-Dicke limit, so that
its vibrational amplitude is much less than the wavelength of
the light. Under these conditions, the Jaynes-Cummings
model can be realized for the two-level system u1&$u2&
coupled by the standing wave, as shown in detail by Cirac
et al. @7,10#, with the harmonic oscillator describing the mo-
tion of the ion in the trap.
In our model, we have not transformed the two-level
Hamiltonian to the rest frame of the ion, avoiding the use of
the RWA with respect to the trap frequency n . In a frame
rotating at the SW frequency vL , the Hamiltonian of the ion
is
HI5hDsz1hna†a1hhV~ t !Xˆ 1sx , ~2!
where sz and sx are the two-level inversion and polarization
operators, respectively; D5v02vL is the detuning between
the atomic and the SW frequency; V(t) is the time-
dependent Rabi frequency for the two-level transition; n is
the oscillation frequency of the ion in the trap; a ,a† are the
lowering and raising operators for the vibrational states of
the trap; and Xˆ 15a1a† is a dimensionless position operator
for the ion.
If the position of the ion is scaled in terms of the rms
position fluctuations in the ground state of the trap, the di-
mensionless coupling constant h satisfies h!1 in the Lamb-
Dicke limit, and is given by h5kA\/(2mn), where k is the
wave number of the SW and m is the mass of the ion.
The excited level u2& is metastable, so that its spontaneous
emission rate G is negligible on the time scales of interest,
i.e., G21@tSW , n21, uDu21. The detuning of the SW fre-
quency is typically set to a vibrational sideband (D56n) to
excite the ion into level u2&.
The initial state of the ion evolves freely, i.e., V(t)50,
for a time t,n21, under the action of the unitary operator
Uˆ ~t!5exp$22pi~Dsz1na†a !t%, ~3!
before the standing wave pulse is applied.
We assume that the duration of the SW pulse tSW is much
less than the trap period n21 and the atomic evolution time
uDu21, i.e., tSW!n21, uDu21, so that the free evolution of
the ion during the SW pulse can be neglected. Hence the
effect of the SW pulse is determined by applying a unitary
kick
Kˆ ~u!5exp~2iuXˆ 1sx! ~4!
to the state of the ion, and the RWA is not required to sim-
plify the interaction Hamiltonian. The kick is characterized
by a dimensionless SW pulse strength u5h*0
tSWV(t)dt .
As in our previous work @8#, the two-level system coupled
to the standing wave is very strongly coupled to a third probe
level by an intense laser field with Rabi frequency Vp . The
probe field is exactly resonant with the u1&$u3& transition,
which has a large spontaneous emission rate g . This three-
level scheme using probe resonance fluorescence measure-
ments is commonly used for monitoring quantum jumps in
trapped ions @11#.
The probe laser is turned on immediately after the SW
pulse, and the photocurrent produced by the fluorescent field
from the probe transition is recorded. The photocurrent sig-
nal has two possible values, on and off. If the ion is in level
u1&, it is excited to level u3& by the probe laser, and then
returns to level u1& via spontaneous emission; hence the
probe fluorescence will be on. On the other hand, if the ion is
shelved in the metastable level u2&, it cannot be excited to
level u3& and the probe fluorescence will be off.
If the probe transition is strongly saturated, i.e., Vp@g , a
measurement detecting the probe fluorescence on represents
a readout of the operator u1&^1u, with an efficiency
l512 e2gtp. The efficiency l is the conditional probability
that probe fluorescence will be detected if the ion is in level
u1&. Therefore the probe fluorescence is an efficient mea-
surement of the probability that the atom is in the ground
state ~or the excited state! of the two-level system coupled by
the standing wave, if we assume that the duration of the
probe pulse is greater than the spontaneous decay time from
level u3&, i.e., tp@g21.
The probability of the ion being in level u1& at the end of
the SW pulse, P1(u ,t), is given by
P1~u ,t!5Tr~ru1&^1u! ~5!
5Trvib^1uKˆ ~u!Uˆ ~t!r0Uˆ †~t!Kˆ †~u!u1&, ~6!
and the corresponding mean population inversion of the two-
level transition u1&$u2& is
^sz~u ,t!&5
1
2 2P1~u ,t!. ~7!
Assuming that the initial electronic state uca& is a superpo-
sition of the ground and excited states
uca&5Au1&1Beifu2&, ~8!
where A , B , and f are real numbers (A21B251), and ex-
panding the kick operator in Eq. ~4!
Kˆ ~u!5cosS uXˆ 12 D 22isxsinS uXˆ 12 D , ~9!
the mean population inversion at the end of the SW pulse
becomes
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^sz~u ,t!&5~B22A2!Trvib$cos@uXˆ ~t!#rvib%/2
2ABsin@f22ptD#Trvib$sin@uXˆ ~t!#rvib%,
~10!
where
Xˆ ~t!5Xˆ 1cos~2pnt!1Xˆ 2sin~2pnt! ~11!
is a generalized position operator, with Xˆ 15a†1a ,
Xˆ 25i(a†2a) the dimensionless vibrational position and
momentum operators, respectively.
The mean population inversion at the end of the SW pulse
is measured using probe fluorescence measurements, for dif-
ferent values of the free evolution time (0<t,n21) and the
SW pulse strength (0<u,`). The measurement process is
state destructive; hence the initial state of the ion has to be
reset prior to each new measurement. In the following sec-
tion we show how the initial vibrational state can be recon-
structed from the population inversion ^sz(u ,t)&.
III. RECONSTRUCTING THE VIBRATIONAL STATE
A homodyne detector @12# measuring the rotated quadrature
phase operator
xˆ~Q!5
1
2 ~ae
2iQ1a†eiQ! ~12!
at different values of the phase Q , gives the real probability
distribution w(x ,Q), which is the Fourier transform of the
characteristic function w˜(m ,Q). The characteristic function
is defined by
w˜~m ,Q!5Tr$eim xˆ~Q!r% ~13!
5Tr$cos@m xˆ~Q!#r%1iTr$sin@m xˆ~Q!#r%. ~14!
Vogel and Risken @5# have shown that in the case of a
homodyne measurement there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the characteristic function w˜(m ,Q) defined
over the domain 2`,m,` , 0<Q,p , and the real-valued
s-quasiprobability W(a;s):
W~a;s !5
1
4p2E2`
`
dmE
0
p
dQw˜~m ,Q!umuesm
2/8
3e2im~arcosQ1a isinQ!, ~15!
where ar , a i (2`,ar ,a i,`) are the real and imaginary
components of the phase a . Writing the symmetric and an-
tisymmetric integrands ~with respect to m) separately, and
substituting in the characteristic function, the s quasiprob-
ability is
W~a;s !5
1
4p2E2`
`
dmE
0
p
dQTr$cos@m xˆ~Q!#r%umuesm
2/8
3cos@m~arcosQ1a isinQ!#
1
1
4p2E2`
`
dmE
0
p
dQTr$sin@m xˆ~Q!#r%
3umuesm
2/8sin@m~arcosQ1a isinQ!# . ~16!
To determine the s-quasiprobability distribution of the
initial vibrational state of the trapped ion, we evaluate the
integral
F~a;s !5
2n
p E0
`
duE
0
n21
dt^sz~u ,t!&uesu
2/2
3e22iu~arcos@2pnt#1a isin@2pnt#! ~17!
for convergent values of s , using the mean population inver-
sion at the end of the SW pulse. Applying the transforma-
tions u!m/2 and t!Q/(2pn), the generalized position op-
erator Xˆ can be written in terms of the rotated quadrature
phase operator xˆ , i.e., Xˆ Q/(2pn)52 xˆ(Q), so that the mo-
ments of the mean population inversion in Eq. ~10! become
identical to the moments of the characteristic function de-
fined in Eq. ~14!. The phase of the initial electronic state is
set to f5p/212ptD .
Writing the symmetric and antisymmetric integrands
~with respect to m) separately, after substituting in the popu-
lation inversion and using the property w˜(m ,Q1p)
5w˜(2m ,Q) for the characteristic function, we find that
F~a;s !5
B22A2
8p2 E2`
`
dmE
0
p
dQTrvib$cos@m xˆ~Q!#rvib%
3umuesm
2/8cos@m~arcosQ1a isinQ!#
1
iAB
4p2E2`
`
dmE
0
p
dQTrvib$sin@m xˆ~Q!#rvib%
3umuesm
2/8sin@m~arcosQ1a isinQ!# . ~18!
Comparing this expression with Eq. ~16!, we see that the
s-quasiprobability distribution of the initial vibrational state
is given by
W~a;s !5
2 Re$F~a;s !%
B22A2 1
Im$F~a;s !%
AB . ~19!
The s quasiprobability W(a;s) can be reconstructed us-
ing a single initial electronic state uca&, if the coefficients of
the symmetric and antisymmetric moments of the mean
population inversion ~with respect to u) are both nonzero in
Eq. ~10!. This requires the initial electronic state to be an
uneven superposition of the ground and excited states, i.e.,
A , BÞ0 and uAuÞuBu. An optimal choice for uca& ensures
that the contributions of these moments are evenly weighted,
i.e., B22A2522AB .
The initial vibrational density matrix rvib can be deter-
mined from the Wigner function W(a;0) in some general-
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ized position basis described by the eigenstates uX(t)& of the
generalized position operator Xˆ (t) introduced in Eq. ~11!,
Xˆ ~t!uX~t!&5X~t!uX~t!&. ~20!
Using the results of Kuhn, Welsch, and Vogel @13# the ele-
ments of rvib in the X(t) basis can be written
^XuruX8&5
1
2E dyei~X2X8!yWS FX1X84 1iy Ge2pint;0 D .
~21!
In general, rvib can be determined from any
s-quasiprobability distribution, as there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the Wigner functions W(a;0) and
W(a;s).
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The accuracy of the reconstructed s-quasiprobability dis-
tribution will depend on the size and range of the data set
obtained for the mean population inversion at the end of the
SW pulse. Ideally, a large sample of probe fluorescence mea-
surements would be taken to determine the probability of the
ion being in the ground state, for each value of the free
evolution time t and the SW pulse strength u , and the popu-
lation inversion would be measured over the entire range of
the free evolution time 0<t,n21 and a large range of the
SW pulse strength 0<u<umax .
A more subtle source of errors arises from the preparation
of the initial state of the ion. Our measurement process de-
stroys the initial state; hence the vibrational state of the ion
has to be reset accurately before each new measurement of
the population inversion. Similarly, the electronic state of the
ion has to be reset to well-determined values of A , B , and
the phase f , which depends on the free evolution time
(f5p/212ptD), without disturbing the vibrational state.
The vibrational density matrix given by the reconstructed
s-quasiprobability distribution will at best be only as accu-
rate as the initial state that the ion is prepared in.
We have learned that a proposal to measure the initial
vibrational state of a single trapped ion has been made very
recently by Wallentowitz and Vogel @14#, using a different
measurement scheme. In their model, a weak transition of
the ion is excited by two lasers of equal intensity tuned to the
upper and lower vibrational sidebands of the excited level,
and the phase difference between the two lasers gives differ-
ent representations of a generalized position operator. Mea-
surements of the probe resonance fluorescence from a strong
transition are used to determine the probability of the ion
being in the ground state for different values of the evolution
time and the phase difference, with separate measurements
for coherently and incoherently prepared electronic states re-
quired to reconstruct the initial vibrational density matrix
from the ground-state probability.
In conclusion, we have proposed a quantum state tomog-
raphy scheme for measuring the vibrational state of a trapped
ion at the node of a pulsed standing wave. Measurements of
the fluorescence from a strong probe transition are used to
determine the mean population inversion at the end of the
SW pulse for different values of the free evolution time and
the SW pulse strength. A set of s-quasiprobability distribu-
tions and the initial vibrational density matrix of the ion can
be reconstructed from the population inversion of the transi-
tion coupled by the standing wave.
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